The focus of this paper is to introduce a new type of neutrosophic crisp sets as the neutrosophic crisp soft sets and which is the generalization of an ordered triple in the definition of Salama set's [9] . After given the fundamental definitions of generalized neutrosophic crisp set operations, we obtain several properties and we discussed some theorems in this concept. Finally , the concept to the neutrosophic crisp soft lattices.
Introduction:
Soft set theory was firstly introduced by molodtsov in 1999 , [1] , as a general mathematical for dealing tool for dealing with problems that contain uncertainty . The algebraic structure of soft set theory also has been studied in more detail [2] , [3] , [4] and [5] .
Smarandache defined the notion of neutrosophic sets , which is a generalization of Zadeh's fuzzy set and Atanassov's intuitionistic fuzzy set .
Neutrosophic crisp sets have been investigated by Salama et al. [9] , [10] , [11] and [13] . In this paper is to introduce and study some new neutrosophic crisp soft notions via neutrosophic crisp soft lattices.
Terminologies:
We recollect some relevant basic preliminaries and in particular , the work of Molodtsov D. in [1] , Faruk K. [8] and Salama et al. [9] , [11] and [13] .
Definition (2.1) [1]:
Let be the initial universe set and be a set of parameters. Let ( ) denote the power set of . Consider a non-empty set , ⊆ . A pair ( , ) is called a soft set over (for short -set), where is a mapping given by: : → ( ).
Remark (2.2) [2]:
( ) The -set can be represented by .
( ) Every set is -set.
( ) If = |1|, a -set can be considered a crisp set.
( ) ( ) is the collection of all -sets over .
Definition (2.3) [9]:
Let be a non-empty fixed set. A neutrosophic crisp set (for short -set)
is an object having the form = 〈 1 , 2 , 3 〉, where 1 , 2 and 3 are subsets of satisfying:
Remark (2.4) [11]:
Every crisp set in is obviously a ( -set) having the form 〈 1 , 2 , 3 〉.
Definition (2.5 ) [13]:
The object having the form ( ) -set with type if it satisfies:
Definition (2.6) [8]:
Let ℒ ⊆ ( ), ⋎ and ⋏ be two binary operations on ℒ. If ℒ is equipped with two commutative and associative binary operations ⋎ and ⋏, which are connected by the absorption law, then algebraic structure (ℒ ,⋎ ,⋏ ) is called soft lattice.
Main result

Definition (3.1):
Let be a universe and be a set of parameters that are describe the elements of a set . A neutrosophic crisp soft set (for short -set) over (denoted by ̂) is a set defined by:
̂= 〈 , , 〉, where , and are disjoint -sets over .
Example (3.2):
Let = { 1 , 2 , 3 } be a universe set and = {ℯ 1 , ℯ 2 , ℯ 3 } a set of parameters : → ( ) be a mapping such that:
It is Clear that:
we'll give a -set is ̂= 〈 , , 〉.
Remark (3.3):
( )Every -set formed by three disjoint -sets.
( ) Every -set is a -set.
The difference between -set and -set arise from this fact in remark (2.2.ii).
( ) When = |1| a -set is a -set.
Definition (3.4):
〈 , , 〉 be two -sets over a universe set . Then:
( )The complement of ̂ is denoted by ̂1 and may be defined as ̂1 = 〈 , , 〉.
( ) The union of ̂1 and ̂2 denoted by ̂1 ⋃̂2 may be defined as:
( ) The intersection of ̂1 and ̂2 , is denoted by ̂1 ⋂̂2 may be defined as:
( ) The difference of ̂1 and ̂2 is denoted by ̂1 \̂2 and defined as ̂1 \̂2 =̂1⋂̂2 .
Remark (3.5):
Let {̂∶ ∈ } be an arbitrary family of -sets over . Then:
Definition (3.6):
May be define ̂ and ̂ as follows:
( ) ̂= 〈̃ ,̃ , ∅〉 or 〈̃ , ∅ ,̃〉 or 〈∅ ,̃ ,̃〉 ( absolute -set).
Definition (3.7):
A -set over , is called a -point over , denoted by ̂=
collection of all soft points over a universe )
Definition (3.8):
Let ̂= 〈 , , 〉 be a -sets over . Then ̂ is called a singleton -set over , if for each , & are singleton -sets over .
Remark (3.9):
Every -point is a singleton -set. The converse is not true as the following example shows.
Example (3.10):
( ) Given = { , , } is a universe set and = { ℯ 1 , ℯ 2 , ℯ 3 } be a set of parameters. Then: 
Remark (3.11):
( ) The collection of all -sets over a universe is denoted by ̂( ).
( ) The collection of all -points over is denoted by ̂( ).
Theorem (3.12):
be two -sets over a universe .
Then:
( ) ̂1 =̂2 iff ̂1 ⊆̂2 and ̂2 ⊆̂1.
Proof: Obvious.
Theorem (3.13):
Let ̂= 〈 , , 〉 be a -sets over . Then:
( )̂= ⋃ {} ∈̂= ⋃〈{ ℯ : ℯ ∈ }, { ℯ : ℯ ∈ }, { ℯ : ℯ ∈ }〉 .Proof: Clear.
Theorem (3.14):
Let {̂: ∈ } be an arbitrary family of -sets over . Then:
( ) ̂∈ ⋂̂ iff ̂∈̂ for each ∈ .
Theorem (3.15):
Let : → be a mapping. Then:
( ) The image of -point ̂= 〈 , , 〉 over under a mapping denoted by () and defined as
Definition (3.16):
Let ̂1 = 〈 , , 〉 & ̂2 = 〈 , , 〉 be two -sets over .
( ) A relation from ̂1 to ̂2 is a soft subset of ̂1 ×̂2 .
Definition (3.17):
Let ℛ be a relation from ̂1 = 〈 , , 〉 to ̂2 = 〈 , , 〉.
Then:
( ) The domain of ℛ is defined as the -set ̂ * = 〈 , , 〉 , = { ∈ ∶ ( , ) ∈ } such that:
( ) The range of is defined as the -set ̂ * = 〈 , , 〉, = { ∈ ∶ ( , ) ∈ } such that:
for some ∈ }.
Definition (3.18):
Let ℛ be a relation on a -set ̂ over a universe . Then:
if (,) ∈ ℛ, for all ̂∈̂. Then algebraic structure ( , ⋎ , ⋏ ) is called ℓ.
Theorem (4.2):
Proof:
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Theorem (4.4):
Let ( , ⋎ , ⋏) be a ℓ such that:
that is defined by:
. is an ordering on .
Proof:
. ≼ is reflexive. ̂1 ≼̂1 ⟺̂1 ⋏ ̂1 =̂1.
This implies that ̂1 ≼̂3.
Theorem (4.5):
Let ( ,⋎, ⋏) be a such that: ̂1 = 〈 , , 〉 and ̂2 = 〈 , , 〉 ∈ . Then:
Proof:
By definition (4.1) , we have:
The proof ( ) can made similarity.
Theorem (4.6):
Let ( , ⋎ , ⋏ ) be a such
Proof:
From hypothesis and theorem (4.4), we have: 
Proof is made similarity to theorem (4.6).
Example (4.8):
From example (4.3) , Since ̂2 ⊆ 3 & ̂4 ⊆ ̂5 , we have: ̂2 ⋂̂3 ⊆ ̂4 ⋂̂5 .
Remark (4.9):
Let ( , ⋎ , ⋏ ) be a such that: 
